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1Introduction
MEG TASKER
THE TERM “VICTORIAN POETRY” IS ONE THAT AUSTRALIAN CRITICS GENERALLYavoid using, because the state of Victoria, in which the second major
Australian city is found, gives the adjective “Victorian” a geographical sense
that too frequently obscures its use for historical purposes.  Even within
the field of nineteenth-century literary and historical studies, however,
other reasons exist for being cautious with the term in a colonial Australian
context.
Complex geographical and cultural factors affected the writing, pub-
lishing, reading, and uses of literary texts in English in the Australian colo-
nies. In terms of chronology it is a moot point whether changing phases of
literary fashion and influence in Australia followed the same patterns as in
Britain.  While most nineteenth-century Australians with literary tastes
were able to subscribe to many of the same journals and buy a selection of
the same books as their English friends and relations, not to mention their
North American, Canadian, New Zealand, and other English-speaking
cousins, the Victorian period in Australian poetry needs to be distinguished
from its British equivalents.  Any study of the local literary culture has to
acknowledge not only the limited market and infrastructure for publishing
within Australia, but also the shared consciousness of being in the colo-
nies, not in England.  While a sense of being somehow “behind” the cul-
tural center frequently figures in this mindset, we cannot attribute all the
differences to the length of time it took printed materials to be transported
around the globe.  Different soil and climate (to use the kind of organic
metaphor beloved of the Victorians) produce different kinds of growth,
even from the same seed. Critical studies have focused on the delayed,
muted, or altered effects in Australia of major intellectual and artistic de-
velopments such as Romanticism.
In temporal and political terms, however, the Victorian period in
Australia coincides with its colonial phase (post-transportation, pre-Fed-
eration).  Through a trick of historical timing, the end of Australia’s colo-
nial status coincided with the end of Victoria’s reign;  having signed the
legislation to enact the constitution for the newly federated member of the
British Commonwealth, Queen Victoria cast a pall over Australia’s Fed-
eration celebrations by dying on January 22, 1901.  The centenaries of
both her death and the federation of most of the Australasian colonies
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into a new nation have thus been linked in 2001 for Australian
Victorianists.1  Nostalgia for aspects of  British-Victorian life, and pride in
the achievement of political independence from its political and social
heritage were (and continue to be) delicately balanced in certain areas of
Australian culture.  This is so despite, or perhaps because of, the fact that
there have been many ethnic and cultural groups and experiences in the
population and history of this country, from the indigenous population’s
hard experience of being colonized, through the mass migrations from Asia,
Europe, and America during the goldrushes of the 1850s, to more recent
waves of immigration.
Politics and poetry, however, do not follow the same calendar, and
the existence or nature of a “Victorian period” in Australian poetry is prob-
lematic, even if we restrict our focus to the mid-to-late century, after the
transportation of convicts had ceased.  The nineteenth century was not
simply a transitional or incubatory period during which colonial writers
produced a belated, secondary body of work in imitation of the superior
metropolitan culture of the homeland, a culture that many hoped to repli-
cate or perhaps even improve in the outposts of Empire.  It was also a
period of conscious exploration and construction of cultural identities, and
of adapting or inventing poetic techniques to deal with new, very different
conditions and materials.  The reworking may often have been derivative,
or to put it in less pejorative terms, intertextually connected to the tradi-
tion of poetry in English. In addition, however, a post-colonial reading of
Australian poetry, like a feminist or class-oriented reading, might set out
to re-interpret the complicated ways in which poets and their texts related
to the central traditions of high art, and some of the essays in this volume
are concerned with such questions.  There are many readings of what is a
fairly small body of writing, which is by no means canonical but still in the
process of discovery and recovery, and it is instructive to note that the half
dozen or so literary histories of Australia have taken quite different ap-
proaches.
Over recent decades, many commentators have been interested in
exploring the ramifications for Australian literature of competing forma-
tions among writers and reviewers.  Retrospective assessments of the 1890s,
the 1930s, and the 1950s/60s, in particular, have emphasized the polar
extremes of  “radical nationalism” or “cosmopolitan internationalism,” and
this antithesis can be seen as an organizing principle of much critical de-
bate throughout the twentieth century.  Vivian Smith’s overview of the
poetry attempts to find a middle ground:
The development of Australian poetry from its beginning to the
present shows a clear pattern of continuity in two broad streams.
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One is popular, based on songs and ballads and simple and fairly
crude narratives related to the main facts of Australia’s develop-
ment.  It is vernacular poetry, idiomatic, colloquial.  The other is
learned and literary, drawing on the whole European heritage, civi-
lized and cultured in aspiration, using language in consciously height-
ened ways.
I want to suggest, while still giving an outline of the main phases
of Australian poetic development, that Australian poetry has been
at its most forceful when it has moved in the middle ground to-
wards the mature use of the vernacular and that it has been at its
weakest when it has identified too closely with either the extremely
popular or the remotely highbrow.2
While Smith manages to avoid endorsing either side in the nationalist/
internationalist debate, his aim is to identify the best or strongest Austra-
lian poetry, in keeping with the broadly evaluative aims of the Oxford His-
tory of Australian Literature.  At the same time, Smith’s focus is consistent
with early canon-makers in Australian literature, who took a line some-
where between the radical nationalist and elite internationalist extremes;
as Elizabeth Perkins observes, they “knew what they wanted: a literature
which was national but not narrowly nationalistic.” 3 More recently, aca-
demic approaches have broadened.4  Critics who no longer need to estab-
lish Australian literature as a valid field of study are able to re-read writing
from the colonial period with less danger of insularity and parochialism
than has sometimes been the case. In literary studies, for instance, there
are now more “cross-over” Australianists/Victorianists, for instance, who
are well equipped to read nineteenth-century Australian writing in its
Anglo-Australian cultural, political, and social context—that is, with an
intimate knowledge of the literary and cultural “norms” against which many
of the colonial writers and readers still defined themselves.  The interdisci-
plinary fields of post-colonial, gender, and cultural studies have provided a
stimulus for other kinds of theoretical and interpretative work.
 In Australia as in New Zealand, a good deal of the foundation work
of studying literary texts has yet to be carried out:  the recovery and publi-
cation of the texts themselves, when so much literary production in a small
colonial market took place in the relatively ephemeral media of newspa-
pers; the reading and analysis of texts both on their own terms and in their
broader historical and cultural contexts;  the bibliographical study of texts,
their production, and history;  the location of reviews and other materials
that would support studies of contemporary reception and intertextual
significances; even the location and indexing of archival material to sup-
port biographical and historical studies. There are huge gaps in the body of
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knowledge, let alone interpretation, and there are many projects yet to be
undertaken.
Problems of financial viability in a small market still affect the publi-
cation of Australian writers, although clearly the situation is less extreme
in the early twenty-first century than it was for much of the nineteenth,
when small independent printing presses associated with newspapers, or
the occasional enterprising bookseller, provided the only local alternatives
to finding a “proper” publisher in Britain.  Daily and weekly newspapers
were the most viable vehicles; although there was a passing parade of
monthly journals throughout the nineteenth century, most lasted for only
a few issues.  Some of these journals and newspapers have been micro-
filmed, some have disappeared entirely, some are held in libraries in such
fragile condition that their use is restricted.  An excellent reference work
for tracking down the journals in which most Australian poetry in the
nineteenth century was first published is Lurline Stuart’s Nineteenth Cen-
tury Australian Periodicals: An Annotated Bibliography, which provides in-
formation about their locations and holdings in libraries, as well as the
scope of the contents, dates and length of run, publishers, and contribu-
tors.5
Nineteenth-century Australian criticism as well as poetry can be dif-
ficult for scholars to access, and the canonical fashions of the twentieth
century have left a good deal to be recovered and recuperated.  Fortu-
nately, the gradual accretion of anthologies, bibliographies, and scholarly
studies has been supplemented over recent decades by developments in
electronic publishing, with the AUSTLIT database being published on
CD and on-line, and other databases such as SETIS at the University of
Sydney giving access to full-text copies of nineteenth-century texts.  Schol-
ars of Australian literature have also had reason to be glad of Victor
Crittendon’s Mulini Press in Canberra, which specializes in republishing
nineteenth-century fiction, non-fiction, and some poetry by little-known
poets such as Fidelia Hill.  These editions are less scholarly, and less expen-
sive, than the Colonial Texts series being produced by the Australian Schol-
arly Editions Centre at the Australian Defence Force Academy, also in
Canberra.  The Academy Editions provide careful textual editing and an-
notation of a body of Australian literature, not all of which is drawn from
the canons of radical nationalism or Euro-cosmopolitanism.  The focus of
the Academy editions is chiefly on fiction, although some work is being
done on poets (for example, Mary Gilmore).
Some Australian poets writing in the Victorian period have received
much critical attention, while others are only recently being republished
and discussed.  The focus of so much literary criticism on the radical na-
tionalist tradition versus cosmopolitan aspirations to establish a culture of
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high art in Australia, for instance, has tended to side-line the work of many
women writers whose work does not fall neatly into either category.  Con-
sequently, Ann Vickery’s overview of several women poets in this collec-
tion has had far less literary criticism to draw on than, say, Michael Ackland’s
essay on Charles Harpur.  Harpur has long been identified as the first Aus-
tralian-born poet writing in English, and one who consciously set out to be
a national poet.  Judith Wright, for instance, quotes from Harpur’s “The
Dream by the Fountain” in which he is addressed by the Australian Muse:
I am the Muse of the Evergreen Forest,
I am the spouse of thy spirit, lone Bard!
Ev’n in the days when thy boyhood thou worest
Thy pastimes drew on thee my dearest regard.
For I felt thee—ev’n then, wildly, wondrously musing
Of glory and grace by old Hawkesbury’s side,
Scenes that then spread recordless around thee suffusing
With the purple of love—I beheld thee, and sighed.
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  .
Be then the Bard of thy Country!  O rather
Should such be thy choice than a monarchy wide!
Lo, ’tis the land of the grave of thy father!
’Tis the cradle of Liberty!  Think, and decide.6
Wright’s identification of Harpur as a life-long radical reformist, and a poet
who aspired to become the Wordsworth of the Antipodes, in tune with
nature and her philosophy, built on earlier views of his work, but also con-
tributed to an ongoing discussion of how Australian poetry has been influ-
enced by British ideas and movements. Could the Romanticism of
Wordsworth be transplanted to Australia, and affect Australian poets of
the mid to late nineteenth century in ways comparable to the post-Ro-
manticism of Victorian English poetry?  While Ackland’s essay on Harpur
in this volume looks more directly at the question of influence, Ian Reid’s
exploration of the trope of the grave raises the question of how the articu-
lation of familiar ideas about nature philosophy could be modified in the
Australian context.
The strength of the vernacular tradition in Australian poetry, as
Vivian Smith observed, is a reminder that not all readers look for “literary”
achievement in poetry.  Conflict over grounds of value are evident, for
instance, in Henry Lawson’s dispute with critics over what he should and
should not write, as we see in Christopher Lee’s essay on the reception and
evaluation of Lawson’s verse.  Lee addresses the politics of academic ap-
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praisal, and uses Lawson’s career to raise questions of cultural value and
significance that inform a good deal of literary criticism, past and present.
This collection includes criticism of less well-known figures, in addi-
tion to the better-established poets such as Harpur and Lawson.  Francis
Adams is familiar to historians of Australian culture in its broader con-
cerns with national identity, social commentary, and intellectual move-
ments, but his writing has not received much attention from literary crit-
ics.  Barbara Garlick’s essay on James Brunton Stephens follows the career
of a highly acclaimed colonial poet, a Scottish migrant whose work was
apparently excluded from the nationalist canon as being insufficiently
Australian; and the continued lack of critical attention to his work may be
understood in terms of his disastrously incorrect politics of race and gen-
der.  Ann Vickery’s reading of Eliza Hamilton Dunlop, Catherine Leakey,
Emma Anderson, Ada Cambridge, Grace Jennings Carmichael, and Louisa
Lawson adds to a growing body of criticism of Australian women poets,
some of whom achieved recognition in their own time only to fade from
the more chauvinist canons of the early twentienth century.  These writers
in turn form part of a much larger circle of nineteenth-century Australian
poets and critics whose writing and reception still offer a good deal of scope
for new work in textual discovery and cultural interpretation.
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